Tests of trait-haplotype association when linkage phase is ambiguous, appropriate for matched case-control and cohort studies with competing risks.
The impact of competing risks on tests of association between disease and haplotypes has been largely ignored. We consider situations in which linkage phase is ambiguous and show that tests for disease-haplotype association can lead to rejection of the null hypothesis, even when true, with more than the nominal 5 per cent frequency. This problem tends to occur if a haplotype is associated with overall mortality, even if the haplotype is not associated with disease risk. A small simulation study illustrates the magnitude of bias (high type I error rate) in the context of a cohort study in which a modest number of disease cases (about 350) occur over time. The bias remains even if the score test is based on a logistic model that includes age as a covariate. For cohort studies, we propose a new test based on a modification of the proportional hazards model and for case-control studies, a test based on a conditional likelihood that have the correct size under the null even in the presence of competing risks, and that can be used when haplotype is ambiguous.